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Abstract

Within a decade of the discovery of x rays in 1895 and radioactivity in 1896,
scientists had developed uses for radiation, primarily in the area of medical
diagnosis and treatment. This scientific endeavour has continued to the present,
resulting in the current beneficial use of radiation and radioactive materials for the
improvement of human life. The research, development, and use of radiation and
radioactive materials by man necessarily results in the researchers and users of this
technology being exposed to radiation in the course of their work, i.e.,
occupational radiation exposure. From the earliest days of experimenting with
radiation it became known there were levels of exposure at which injury to human
tissues could occur, such that occupational radiation exposure needed to be
controlled for the safety of radiation workers. This project was done to study the
application of radiation protection methods in Khartoum state hospitals and to
evaluate awareness of employees about radiation risk and protective methods for
this reasons survey among the employees who work in various hospitals and
medical centres in Khartoum city was conducted The primary aim was to evaluate
their awareness regarding radiation safety and their personal practices regarding
the use of protection devices. After collecting and analysis data the results was the
lack of awareness in radiation risk and radiation protection methods , and the
hospital administrator doesn’t give enough interest to apply radiation protection
rules, that causes many dangerous diseases for workers in the field of health before
other citizens.

1.1Introduction
Hospitals have many unique hazards that can potentially affect the health of employees. These
hazards include biological and chemical hazards, ergonomic hazards, hazardous drugs,
ionizing and non-ionizing radiation, radiation emitting sources are used in hospitals for the
diagnosis and treatment of diseases. Some of the hospital employees who work in radiology,
nuclear medicine, radiation oncology, and some laboratories are specifically trained in the
operation of radiation machines and the handling of radioactive materials and sources. These
personnel are called “occupational workers.” Other hospital workers may work around radiation
sources, and may be indirectly exposed to radiation during equipment performance of their
normal duties. These employees are “allied medical workers” and may belong to nursing,
housekeeping, maintenance, security, shipping/receiving, and clerical departments. In addition,
patient transport, operating room, and recovery room personnel may come in contact with
brachytherapy (radioactive implant) and nuclear medicine patients, because of that its necessary
to reduced radiation risk for staff safety, this risk can be eliminated or reduced by a variety
of exposure control methods, including administrative controls, and personal protective.

1.2 Problem statement
Many of the hospitals in the third world countries suffer from lack of adequate information on
radiation and radiation risks and the confiscation and handling of risks resulting from it, and
the hospital administrator doesn’t give enough interest to apply radiation protection rules, that
causes many dangerous diseases for workers in the field of health before other citizens.

1.3 Solution
Make study and research to evaluate the radiation risks on hospital and find propitiate
solutions to reduce these risks in the limit economic budget of Sudan.

